Risk as a value generator
Embracing complexity, developing forward-looking risk capability and optimizing
the ‘total cost of risk’
Total cost of risk

Forward-looking

Optimized risk management strategy

Combine deep operational and functional
experience. Translate into financial insight

Data analytics, including AI and Machine Learning,
to unlock next generation risk management

Developing optimized risk management strategies
that include risk transfer/insurance

Boards and investors of leading corporations are necessarily becoming more active in risk management. However, effectively
tackling what are often unforeseen risks is increasingly challenging as the risk landscape becomes ever more complex. Embracing
this complexity requires a truly forward-looking risk capability across an organization’s three lines of defence, enabled by digital
data analytics, as well as deep seated industry insight and expertise.
Our experience is that organizations often underestimate critical business and operational risks by over-reliance on experience and
over-confidence in ability to mitigate. Mere compliance with international standards and certification often falls short in delivering real
value. Robust risk management generates true value to the business, prevents unforeseen losses and creates significant savings.
The ultimate outcome optimizes the total cost of risk (TCOR) according to the risk appetite.
Working with you

How we help…

How we do it…

Helping you understand “what good looks like” and how to
get there. Leaders in strategic safety risk leveraging cross
sector leading practices

Tailored total cost of risk (TCOR) approaches to improve
credit ratings, optimize insurance premiums and reduce
financial loss

Working side
by side from
executive to
operations
Digital
problem
solving
methods

Deep
operational
experience &
cross sector
networks
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Dedicated
teams as
trusted advisors

Next generation risk management by deploying data science
(Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence) to give you true
forward looking risk insight

Market leading advice and Board assurance: three lines of
defence, business continuity, crisis management, supply
chain risk, cyber breaches, risk transfer

Deep
industry
expertise
and technical
insight

Independent
advisors
Powerful
proven
approaches

Our Risk Practice has a unique blend of deep operational and industry insights, together with the latest digital problem solving
approaches, helping you to navigate risk with confidence to strengthen business resilience. We work alongside you as trusted
advisors to provide board level assurance and risk insights.
Our teams leverage deep understanding of not just theoretical best practices in risk management, but what actually tends to work in
practice based on extensive industry experience. We help you understand what good looks like for your organization, and how to get
there.
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Helping clients succeed – Selected project examples
 For a world class metro operator,
developed forward-looking risk
dashboard for service disruption
using AI and ML capabilities

 Designed a comprehensive 3 lines of
defence framework and arrangements
for safety, for a world class transport
operator

 Forecasting peak operational risk to
prioritize repair resources for major
gas transmission company

 Multinational mobile services
provider: defined and implemented
business continuity & crisis
management plans for critical service

 Developed and built a world class
level crossing risk model

Technology:
forward-looking
risk capability

Risk-based
decisionmaking

Independent
risk review &
benchmark

Risk
monitoring
& reporting
 Supported a leading Asia Pacific based
energy utility to develop a
methodology to identify and assess
sustainability risk across its supply
chain, to ensure it was always fully
compliant with its sustainability
strategy

 Independent strategic safety and
quality reviews for major
construction multinationals
 Strategic safety advisors to the
Board for a multinational public
transport company

Leaders in risk management for over a century, and today helping our clients embrace complexity with our ‘next
generation risk management’ approach

Texas City
investigation

MTR
signalling ISA

1947

Warning agents
for natural gas

1952

1988-today
Bhopal
investigation

1985

Prototype safety case
supporting UK rail
privatization 1993-5

Development of Hong
Kong MTR safety
management 1989-2015

Leading railway
risk models

1993-2007

Strategic safety
management
training 1993-today

Safety-critical
systems

1995-today

Arthur D. Little
Arthur D. Little has been at the forefront of innovation since
1886. We work across numerous industries to simplify risk
complexity; measure and report risk performance; strengthen
risk management to reduce insurance costs; assure the safe
performance of complex critical systems; and develop executive
risk management leadership and culture. We navigate our clients
through the changing business landscape to uncover new
growth opportunities. We enable our clients to build innovation
capabilities and transform their organizations.
Our consultants have strong practical industry experience
combined with excellent knowledge of key trends and
dynamics. Arthur D. Little is present in the most important
business centres around the world. We are proud to serve most
of the Fortune 1000 companies, in addition to other leading
firms and public sector organizations.
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Board-level
independent safety
reviews 2000-today

Creation of
GB railway
RSSB 2003

Safety mobilization for
transport operations
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2010-today

ERM and risk
culture programs

2008-today

Next generation risk management
- Artificial Intelligence/Machine
Learning 2019-today

Contacts
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Partner
teixeira.tom@adlittle.com
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Arthur D. Little Ltd.
New Fetter Place West
55 Fetter Lane
London
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www.adlittle.com/risk
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